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Via Electronic Mail       

March 13, 2014 

 

Ann L. Schneider &  

George Ranney, Jr.  

Co-Chairs       

Northeastern Illinois Public Transit Task Force 

2300 S. Dirksen Parkway 

Springfield, IL 62764 

 

Dear Co-Chairs Schneider and Ranney:  

 

 I would like to thank you for inviting me to submit a written statement regarding the 

Office of Executive Inspector General’s experience with the Regional Transit Boards.  

 

 Enclosed please find my statement along with related exhibits that I have prepared for 

the March 17, 2014 Northeastern Illinois Public Transit Task Force hearing.  I appreciate the 

opportunity to speak at the March 17, 2014 public hearing but in light of our submission, do 

not intend to make a verbal statement.  Please be advised that I do plan to attend the hearing 

next week and would be happy to answer questions.   

 

 Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions.  

 

       Sincerely,  

  
       Ricardo Meza 

       Executive Inspector General  

  
 

 

cc:  Forrest Claypool, Chicago Transit Authority President 

 TJ Ross, Pace Executive Director 

 Leanne Redden, Regional Transportation Authority Acting Executive Director 

 Don Orseno, Metra Executive Director  

Encl.  
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 Thank you for inviting me to submit this statement.  I am the Executive Inspector General 

for the Office of Executive Inspector General for the Agencies of the Illinois Governor (OEIG).  

I hope my comments will assist the Northeastern Illinois Public Transit Task Force in its 

mission.  Although confidentiality concerns prevent me from discussing any investigation that 

has not yet been publicly disclosed, I want to provide you with general information about our 

office and respond to the three topics raised in your March 11, 2014 letter, namely: 

 

 the expectations and experience of our office investigating the transit agencies; 

 the interrelation of the work of our office and the disclosure of information by agencies 

under the Illinois Freedom of Information Act; and 

 changes that may be made to ensure greater efficiency, accountability, coordination, and 

transparency among the transit agencies. 

 

Background Information 

 

In 2003, the OEIG was created as an independent state agency whose mission is to 

investigate “allegations of fraud, waste, abuse, mismanagement, misconduct, nonfeasance, 

misfeasance, malfeasance, or violations of [the State Officials and Employees Ethics Act (Ethics 

Act)] or violations of other related laws and rules.”
1
  Our jurisdiction includes the Governor, the 

Lieutenant Governor and the many agencies and boards under them, as well as the nine state 

public universities and the four northeastern Illinois regional transit boards.  We also have 

jurisdiction to conduct investigations relating to vendors and others doing business with the 

aforementioned entities.  Under state law, the executive inspector general has the discretion to 

determine “the appropriate means of investigation,”
2
 and has full authority to organize his or her 

office, including the employment of deputies, assistants and other employees.
3
        

 

 My authority to serve as inspector general for the Regional Transportation Authority 

(RTA), Chicago Transit Authority, Metra, and Pace derives from SB 3965, signed into law on 

February 14, 2011, and which became effective July 1, 2011.  This legislative action followed 

the public disclosure of allegations of misconduct involving Metra’s former executive director.      

  

 In light of these added responsibilities, the General Assembly appropriated monies from 

the Public Transportation Funds for our work related to the regional transit boards (“RTBs”).  

Thus, we created a new investigative division staffed with about 12 employees whose sole duties 

and responsibilities consist of conducting independent, objective, and thorough investigations 

involving the RTBs.  Since that time, we have issued numerous summary reports of 

investigations, some of which have been publicly disclosed.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 5 ILCS 430/20-10(c). 

2
 5 ILCS 430/20-20(1). 

3
 5 ILCS 430/20-10(d). 
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Expectations and Experience of the OEIG Investigating Transit Agencies 

 

 In functioning as inspector general for the RTBs, we have faced various challenges to 

how we have organized our office, how we are appropriated funding, and how we obtain 

information for investigative purposes: 

 

 First, in late 2012, we encountered inexplicable challenges to our decision to hire 

auditors to provide appropriate oversight of RTB-conducted audits.  In October 2012, in 

response to our posting of an auditor employment opportunity, the RTA wrote to us requesting 

that we not hire auditors, and asserted that the OEIG is not authorized to conduct or review 

audits.  See Attachment A.  We responded by informing the RTA that we respectfully disagreed.  

See Attachment B.  We heard nothing more from the RTA about this issue, and have recently 

hired two investigative auditors who will assist us in reviewing and independently analyzing 

RTB-conducted audits to determine if and when investigation by the OEIG is warranted.  

 

 Second, we encountered some unexpected challenges when we learned that in a letter 

dated April 10, 2013, the RTA communicated with members of the General Assembly, without 

notifying us, that the RTA believed it was appropriate for the General Assembly to reduce our 

Public Transportation Fund appropriation.  See Attachment C.  After we discovered the existence 

of the RTA letter, we sent our own letter to members of the General Assembly’s appropriation 

committees and the RTBs noting, among other things, that the OEIG’s FY 14 Public 

Transportation Fund appropriation should not be reduced, and also dispelling inaccuracies in the 

RTA’s letter.  See Attachment D.   

 

 Third, we have also encountered challenges in obtaining information from RTBs, 

including information sought through “requests for documents.”  When conducting 

investigations we must often seek information from a regional transit board or its employees via 

a written request for documents.  Metra has asked that we direct such requests to its ethics 

officer.
4
   In response to that request, via a letter dated July 15, 2013, we advised the RTBs that 

as a general matter we would direct requests for documents to their ethics officers so long as 

doing so does not “compromise, hinder, delay, or otherwise prevent us from conducting our 

investigation in the manner we deem appropriate.”  See Attachment E.  We recently learned, 

from this Task Force’s website, that in November 2013, Metra revised its Ethics Manual, and the 

draft manual states: 

 

Employees receiving any requests from the OEIG for Metra documents or physical 

objects must immediately inform Metra’s Ethics Officer or an attorney in Metra’s Law 

Department about the request.  No Metra Employee shall disseminate or otherwise make 

available any such requested documents or physical objects to the OEIG directly.  

 

See Attachment F (Metra Ethics Manual Exhibit 3a(i) and page 28).  While we respect the right 

of agencies to monitor document disclosures, we are concerned that this policy will have a 

chilling effect on whistle blowers and witnesses in OEIG investigations.   

 

  

                                                           
4
 The CTA has also asked that we direct requests for documents to the ethics officer, or at a minimum, copy the 

ethics officer on such requests submitted to CTA staff.   
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Interrelation of the OEIG’s Work and Agency Disclosure of Information under the 

Freedom of Information Act 

 

 As the law currently stands, OEIG “investigatory files and reports” are confidential and 

exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA),
5
 and for good reason: 

some allegations we receive turn out to be unfounded and thus, are not appropriate for public 

disclosure.  Public disclosure would be unfair to those against whom unfounded complaints have 

been made.  However, the limitations or restrictions of the Ethics Act’s current confidentiality 

provisions are occasionally tested, as they were in early 2013, when a state agency under OEIG 

investigation received a FOIA request for copies of the OEIG’s investigative requests for 

documents.  In fact, there have been other FOIA requests that have more broadly sought all 

communications between other agencies and our office.  In that circumstance, it was and is our 

position that because our requests for documents are part of our investigatory file, these 

documents should be exempt from FOIA; otherwise persons could circumvent the Ethics Act’s 

confidentiality provisions by directing FOIA requests to recipients of OEIG files rather than to 

the OEIG itself.
 6

   

 

 In the meantime, we have discovered that agencies, including RTBs, have sought to use 

confidentiality provisions and restrictions imposed upon the OEIG as the basis to withhold 

information contained in their agency files from disclosure.  Specifically, at the July 11, 2013 

House Mass Transit Committee hearing, Metra representatives informed committee members 

that Metra could not disclose internal Metra documents to the committee because the documents 

had been turned over to the OEIG and thus were “confidential.”  In response to Metra’s incorrect 

assertions, I was obligated to inform House committee members that Metra was incorrect and 

that only OEIG documents and files are confidential, not documents Metra provided to the OEIG 

or documents otherwise in Metra’s possession.  Although the law may be unclear as to the 

disclosure of OEIG files, there is really no dispute that agency files, including RTB files or 

documents, are not confidential or exempt from disclosure simply because the OEIG either 

requested the documents or because a RTB provided the documents to the OEIG.  We believe 

there should be some clarification of the FOIA laws in this regard. 

 

 Thus, we recommend the Task Force consider offering legislation that would amend the 

Ethics Act to clarify the parameters of the Ethics Act’s confidentiality provisions as they relate to 

OEIG files provided to an affected state agency or RTB.  

 

Changes that May be Made to Ensure Greater Efficiency, Accountability, Coordination 

and Transparency Among the Transit Agencies  

 

 Ensuring efficiency, accountability, coordination and transparency among the transit 

agencies is crucial, which we believe is one reason why the General Assembly appointed our 

agency to serve as inspector general for the RTBs.  The OEIG seeks to accomplish these worthy 

goals by conducting thorough, objective, and timely investigations of allegations of misconduct.   

In this regard, we are pleased to report that information relating to the OEIG is available on each 

of the RTBs’ websites.  We are also pleased to report that in FY 13, the OEIG updated its fraud 

                                                           
5
 5 ILCS 430/20-95(d).  

6
 In light of the Ethics Act’s apparent ambiguity, our office has requested an opinion from the Attorney General’s 

Office about the confidentiality provisions relating to OEIG files.  See Attachment G. 
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awareness program, and Metra, among others, agreed to make use of the OEIG’s new fraud 

reporting posters.  These posters remain present on some Metra trains.   

 

 Although in most circumstances we believe OEIG investigators are able to complete their 

investigations without any impediments, we would like to address two issues that may inhibit our 

investigations: 1) attorney-client privilege objections and 2) agency-attorney representation 

during investigative interviews. 

 

 First, agencies and boards, including the RTBs, have at times asserted attorney-client 

privilege regarding documents, which may limit our ability to fully and efficiently conduct 

administrative investigations.  As the law currently stands, if the OEIG asks an agency to 

produce documents and the agency asserts privilege, and we challenge the claim of privilege, the 

agency may nevertheless refuse to produce the documents.  At its discretion, the agency may 

seek a determination from the Executive Ethics Commission (EEC) as to whether it has a right to 

withhold documents, or it may simply sit on its objection.
7
  In contrast, there currently is no 

mechanism for the OEIG to similarly seek a determination from the EEC, even if we believe an 

agency may be asserting a privilege without a sufficient legal basis.    

  

 In fact, the assertion of attorney-client privilege is becoming more commonplace, 

although not always without basis.  For example, as reflected in a recently released final 

summary report involving former RTA Director Tyrone Crider,
8
 OEIG investigators sought to 

obtain certain information from RTA’s General Counsel, and, even though the General Counsel 

acknowledged being aware of a certain conversation that investigators were seeking to 

corroborate, OEIG investigators were unable to obtain the information because the RTA asserted 

attorney-client privilege.  In an effort to obtain the information, on July 31, 2013, our agency 

asked RTA Chairman John Gates to waive any applicable privilege, but our request was denied.  

Our request was made about two weeks after the RTA held a public hearing relating to Metra 

misconduct in which RTA board members asked Metra to waive its attorney-client privilege.
9
  In 

any event, as noted in the OEIG summary report involving Mr. Crider, in denying our request the 

Chairman stated that it was “critical that RTA have the ability to speak freely with counsel 

without concern that the attorney-client privilege will later be compromised.”  In this instance, 

although we were disappointed that the RTA did not waive its privilege, our agency concluded 

that the privilege appeared to have been properly asserted.  Furthermore, we were fortunately 

able to complete our investigation. Nevertheless, the RTA’s refusal to waive privilege delayed 

our efforts and eventually prevented us from obtaining all relevant evidence. 

 

 The OEIG has no objection in principle to an affected government agency declining to 

provide information based on the attorney-client privilege.  However, government agencies are 

different than private corporations or individuals.  Government agencies are accountable to the 

public, which has a legitimate interest in knowing how public money is spent, how public 

agencies are operating, and whether government officials or employees are engaging in 

misconduct.  Government attorneys have a duty not only to their respective agencies, but to the 

public to ensure that government entities comply with the law.  As courts have observed, “[t]he 

                                                           
7
 See Ill. Admin. Code tit. 2, § 1620.300(c)(5).  

8
 This report is available on the OEIG website, http://www2.illinois.gov/oeig/Pages/RTB_Cases.aspx. 

9
 This RTA Special Meeting of the Board was held on July 17, 2013. 
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governmental privilege stands squarely in conflict with the strong public interest in open and 

honest government,” Reed v. Baxter, 134 F.3d 351, 357 (6
th

 Cir. 1998). 

 

 Thus, while the OEIG recognizes the validity and existence of the attorney-client 

privilege, the assertion of the privilege without a compelling legal basis could interfere with 

OEIG investigations, and without a mechanism to obtain a prompt and independent review of 

privilege claims, may unnecessarily delay OEIG investigations.  We believe that principles of 

efficiency and accountability demand that the OEIG have the same right to seek an immediate 

determination of the assertion of the privilege as do agencies under current law.  

  

 Second, our office has experienced issues relating to agency attorneys representing 

witnesses during investigative interviews.  Current law provides that for investigations of a 

criminal nature, an interviewee has a right to have an attorney, union representative, or a 

coworker uninvolved in the investigation present at the interview.
10

  When the underlying 

investigation is administrative in nature, the interviewee has the right to have a union 

representative or coworker uninvolved in the investigation present during the interview.
11

  The 

OEIG has had requests from interviewees (or the interviewee’s agency counsel) to have their 

agency’s general or other agency counsel act as their representative which may raise issues 

because agency counsel and attorneys may be involved in the investigation or in subsequent 

employee disciplinary action.  Further, agency counsels have a duty to represent the agency and 

therefore, may have an inherent conflict of interest.  Finally, the participation of agency counsel 

could have a chilling effect on interviewee statements and whistle blower complaints.  

 

 Thus, as a result of these two issues, we recommend that the Task Force consider offering 

legislation that would amend the Ethics Act to allow an inspector general to seek an immediate 

and independent EEC review, and prompt determination, of any privilege claim or an agency’s 

claim that an interviewee representative, such as an agency attorney, is uninvolved.   

 

 We further recommend, that to the extent RTBs do not already do so, that the RTBs:  

 

 post all policies and procedures on their websites; 

 post information regarding contracts online;
12

  and 

 post information regarding employee data online. 

 

We believe these practices will allow greater transparency to the public of RTB information, and 

also allow the OEIG to more efficiently obtain information.  

 

Closing Comments 

 

 As we continue to navigate challenges involved with administrative investigations, 

including those involving the RTBs, I am hopeful that all bodies charged with serving the public 

strive toward greater transparency and cooperation.  Thank you for considering this statement.   
                                                           
10

 Ill. Admin. Code tit. 2, § 1620.300(c)(6).  
11

 Id.  
12

 On February 14, 2014, Representative Michael Tryon introduced HB 5842, which amends the Regional 

Transportation Authority Act and requires the Authority to create a website known as the Greater Chicago Mass 

Transit Transparency and Accountability Portal, which requires public disclosure of employee, expenditure, and 

contract information.  The OEIG believes this sort of bill would increase transparency and thus would be generally 

supportive if this sort of legislation.  
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  April 18, 2013 

 

Via Electronic Mail 

 

Joseph Costello 

Executive Director 

Regional Transportation Authority  

175 W. Jackson Blvd., Ste. 1650 

Chicago, IL 60604 

 

Dear Mr. Costello: 

 Yesterday we learned of your April 10, 2013 letter to members of the Illinois General 

Assembly in which you note, among other things, that our FY14 Public Transportation Fund 

(PTF) appropriation should be reduced and that our PTF appropriation should be “consistent 

with the amount appropriated to investigate non-transit workers.” In support of your request, you 

advance several incorrect assertions, which, unfortunately, do not support your request.   

 First, you incorrectly note that there are 3,000 state agencies and boards under our 

jurisdiction when in fact there are about 300 boards and 40 state agencies.   

Second, you incorrectly refer to PTF appropriations as being your “dedicated account” 

when in fact PTF appropriations are public rather than solely Regional Transit Board (RTB) 

funds.  Moreover, as you know, the General Assembly has dedicated a small portion of PTF 

appropriations to our Office in order to investigate waste, fraud and abuse, as well as 

mismanagement, involving the RTBs and their boards.   

 

Third, you incorrectly cite to the fact that because our agency only spent a portion of its 

FY12 PTF appropriation and has not spent its entire FY13 PTF appropriation, it somehow 

equates to having our FY14 PTF appropriation request reduced.  This argument fails to 

acknowledge that the cause for our FY12 lapse was because we did not receive a PTF 

appropriation until mid-year FY12.  Furthermore you fail to recognize that our ongoing efforts to 

control expenses, which will result in a lapse in FY13, is not a legitimate basis to discount (i.e., 

reduce) our facts-based FY14 PTF budget request.   
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Fourth, you incorrectly impute a so-called investigative “cost” per transit and non-transit 

employee that has no basis.  Simply put, there is no direct or uniform relationship between the 

number of complaints we receive vis-à-vis the number of employees at the RTBs or other 

agencies we oversee.  

Finally, we trust that in the future, we will be kept apprised of communications by your 

agency related to our budget.   

 

       Sincerely, 

 

      Ricardo Meza 

       Executive Inspector General 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cc: Forrest Claypool, Chicago Transit Authority President 

 Alex Clifford, Metra Executive Director 

TJ Ross, Pace Executive Director 

State Senator Dan Kotowski, Chair – Senate Appropriations Committee II 

State Representative Fred Crespo, Chair – House General Services Appropriations 
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Via Electronic Mail 
 

July 15, 2013 
  
Joseph Costello 
Executive Director 
Regional Transportation Authority 
175 W. Jackson Blvd., Ste. 1650 
Chicago, IL 60604 

Alex Wiggins, Deputy Executive Dir. of Admin. 
Don Orseno, Deputy Executive Dir. of Operations 
Metra 
547 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago, IL  60661 

 
Forrest Claypool 
President 
Chicago Transit Authority 
567 W. Lake St. 
Chicago, IL 60661 
 

T.J. Ross 
Executive Director 
Pace 
550 W. Algonquin Rd. 
Arlington Heights, IL 60005 

 
     Re: OEIG Requests for Documents 
 
Dear Messers Costello, Wiggins, Orseno, Claypool and Ross: 
 

As you know, our Office is an independent state agency responsible for investigating 
allegations of waste, fraud, abuse, mismanagement, misconduct, and other violations of various 
laws and rules.  5 ILCS 430/20-10 (c).  Effective July 1, 2011, we were given jurisdiction to 
serve as the Executive Inspector General for the Regional Transit Boards (RTBs).   

 
With regard to performing our duties, state law provides us the discretion to determine 

the appropriate means of investigation and allows us to request information from any person as 
we deem necessary.  5 ILCS 430/20-20 (1) and (2).   As you might expect, numerous factors 
dictate to whom we might direct requests for documents, including but not limited to:  

 
(1) the subject matter of our investigation;  
(2) the identity of the alleged wrongdoers;  
(3) potential conflict(s) of interest that might arise; and  
(4) our need to gather all relevant documentation in a timely manner.   
 
To-date, we have not entered into any formal agreements with any of the RTBs regarding 

any particular procedure(s) with regard to requests for documents.  Nevertheless, we have 
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generally agreed to send our requests for documents through the respective RTB ethics officers 
in order to facilitate production and to afford the respective ethics officer an opportunity to assert 
any rights they believe may be available to their agencies.  It is not, nor has it ever been, our 
intent to prevent any agency from availing itself of any right(s) it might be afforded by 
administrative rule.  See Ill. Admin. Code tit. 2, §1620.300(c)(5).   

 
Nevertheless, in light of our statutory obligation, and in order to conduct investigations in 

a manner we deem appropriate, I am writing today for the purpose of clarifying an apparent 
misunderstanding about our general agreement and protocol for the issuance of requests for 
documents in connection with investigations.  As noted, we have agreed as a general matter to 
direct requests for documents through the RTBs’ ethics officers.  However, we wish to inform 
you that we reserve the discretion to direct our requests for documents to specific individuals 
within your particular agencies where we deem it appropriate.  Thus, we cannot and will not 
agree to direct all requests for documents to the attention of the ethics officers.  However, in the 
spirit of cooperation and efficiency, we will continue to issue requests for documents to RTB 
ethics officers’ attention in those circumstances where we believe doing so will not compromise, 
hinder, delay or otherwise prevent us from conducting our investigation in the manner we deem 
appropriate.   
 

If any of you have any questions or would like to discuss this matter further, please feel 
free to contact me.  

 
Sincerely, 

   
 Ricardo Meza     
 Executive Inspector General 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
cc: John S. Gates Jr., Chairman – Regional Transportation Authority Board of Directors 

Terry Peterson, Chairman – Chicago Transit Board 
Richard A. Kwasneski, Chairman – Pace Board of Directors 
Brad O’Halloran, Chairman – Metra Board of Directors 
















